Bank of Utah Careers

Bank of Utah Careers
As a community bank, Bank of Utah has a unique focus.
The money that is put into our Bank stays in our communities.
The relationships we establish with our customers and neighbors are meaningful.
The way we support local businesses is purposeful.
The service we provide is personalized and human, but also offers the innovative technology customers have come to expect.
We do all this together, to help customers and communities flourish. Because when they thrive, we thrive.
Come work with us.
View Openings

Together, We Grow
Develop Your Career
With training opportunities and learning incentives to expand your overall banking knowledge

Make a Difference
With volunteer opportunities to positively impact the communities where you work and live

Have Fun!
With awards and recognition to celebrate you and your colleagues for living the Bank’s values

Stay Healthy
With competitive benefits, including medical, vision and dental, and access to wellness programs and events

Enjoy Work-Life Balance
With a Monday-Friday schedule, 12 paid bank holidays, and vacation time and sick leave

Plan Ahead
With a 401(k) plan, an employee stock ownership plan, access to a financial planner, as well aslife insurance
benefits

Together, We Succeed
Each of Bank of Utah’s main lines of business help customers achieve their financial goals but also offer a variety of
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career opportunities.
Get more information on a career in your area of interest or browse through the areas to find the right fit for you.
You can also find business banking, commercial lending, trust services and support positionsin our jobs listings.

Branch Banking
Mortgage

Together, We Live Our Most Important Values
Together, We Are Bank of Utah
At Bank of Utah, banking begins with relationships, with our customers, of course, but with our employees, too. Here,
you’ll feel valued for who you are and what you do, you’ll be encouraged to learn and grow, and perhaps most
importantly, you’ll fulfill a purpose to help Utah communities flourish and your neighbors achieve a better financial life.
Teamwork is important to us because:
Together, we are Bank of Utah.
Together, we are Utah.
Together, we make a difference.
Ready to join us?

View Openings

Listen to More From Our Employees

Careers in Mortgage
Start your new career in Bank of Utah's mortgage department and be part of a
team that fosters a culture of teamwork, provides exceptional service and cares
about the community.

Bank of Utah Employee Benefits
At Bank of Utah, it’s our priority to provide benefits that are meaningful to our
employees and their families. That’s why we offer benefits that support physical,
emotional and financial wellness.

Careers in Branch Banking
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